
It‘s all about caps. 



At Corvaglia we love caps  –  because we live caps!

Corvaglia closure concepts are not the cheapest that 

you can buy. But they are the most economical. In-depth 

know-how, creativity and advanced technology let us 

develop the best solutions for every project. 



Some people just buy our ready-made caps. Others 

order a complete production line, including the devel-

opment of individual closure concepts which combine 

state-of-the-art-technology with maximum profitability. 

Whatever you choose, you will benefit from trouble-free 

24/7 production, the highest levels of efficiency, and 

shorter downtimes. Which all add up to make our solu-

tion more attractive than the others. 

That’s why we are constantly increasing our partner 

network. We rely on quality and customer orientation. It 

seems to work. 20 per cent of PET bottles world-wide 

are closed by Corvaglia caps.

These are figures we can live with.

We live caps.



We think caps.

An efficient solution starts with the right concept. At Corvaglia we like to support 

you from the very beginning of your product development - support you with cap 

designs that will match your bottle as well as reduce your raw material costs; 

support you with our expertise down to the very last detail; support you with 

our assistance during every step of the process – right up to the training of your 

operators. 

Ask how many of the big players in the beverage industry are working with our 

solutions today. We think this is a good sign. 







We shape caps.

A good cap must be easy to produce, easy to fit, and easy to handle.  

A lot of this depends on the quality of the mould. 

Corvaglia moulds are modular. Every component is manufactured to match the others.  

The result: 100 per cent exchangeability and less time and effort for service and repair.  

Extremely tight tolerances mean top quality production. Innovative cooling  

technology helps you to be more efficient. Fast and reliable production will keep you calm, 

cool and collected – even if a hot summer is on the way. 

You could say that our customers are in good shape thanks to our moulding technology.





Thinking about the competitive edge of a beverage operation, we know bottlers 

expect reliable cap supply at the lowest cost.

At our manufacturing sites we produce closures every day around the clock – fully 

automatically. In-line camera systems take care of quality supervision before the caps 

are packed, true to quantity. High processing precision guarantees a minimum of 

rejects without additional cost. As an expert for economical closure solutions we‘ve 

got it all covered. Flexibility and short distances to our partners are big advantages. 

Because for our customers, we will always make the effort.

We make caps.



Just the closure? Or a complete closure concept from cap production to the 

 capping tools at the end of the filling line? 

Both are fine with us. Because we think in a customer-oriented way. Our passion 

is to deal with your specific demands. Our conviction is: every project is a new 

challenge, and every customer needs to be treated individually. This is one of our 

strengths. As you will find out for yourself as soon as you talk to one of our  

hands-on experts. 

Call it cap-ability. It’s what we like to apply any time.

We apply caps.





We apply caps.

We think caps.



We make caps.

We shape caps.





www.corvaglia.ch




